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Biology Demystified (TAB Demystified)McGraw-Hill, 2003
Guide to understanding basic and applied scientific information, for those who've had not formal training in biology. Includes more than 150 illustrations, a pronunciation guide, self-tests, and reviews. Softcover. DLC: Biology.    

       UNDERSTAND BIOLOGY -- WITHOUT DISSECTING ANYTHING!
  If you're years removed...
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Pragmatic Version Control Using Git (Pragmatic Starter Kit)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
Whether you're making the switch from a traditional centralized version control system or are a new programmer just getting started, this book prepares you to start using Git in your everyday programming.
  Pragmatic Version Control Using Git starts with an overview of version control systems, and shows how being distributed enables...
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Fodder Crops and Amenity Grasses (Handbook of Plant Breeding)Springer, 2009
The main role of grasses, clovers and alfalfa in temperate agriculture is still to provide forage for ruminant animals but, in the last decades, the importance of amenity grasses increased markedly and, in the near future, new developments in the areas of energy and biomass use can be envisaged. Fodder Crops and Amenity Grasses, fifth volume in...
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Implementing Cisco UCS SolutionsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Cisco Unified Computer System is a powerful solution for data centers that can raise efficiency and lower costs. This tutorial helps professionals realize its full potential through a practical, hands-on approach written by two Cisco experts.


	Overview

	
		Learn about various Cisco UCS equipment options...
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Oracle RMAN Database DuplicationApress, 2015

	RMAN is Oracle’s flagship backup and recovery tool, but did you know it’s also an effective database duplication tool? Oracle RMAN Database Duplication is a deep dive into RMAN’s duplication feature set, showing how RMAN can make it so much easier for you as a database administrator to satisfy the many requests from...
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Mixed Reality and Human-Robot Interaction (Intelligent Systems, Control and Automation: Science and Engineering)Springer, 2011

	MR technologies play an increasing role in different aspects of human-robot interactions. The visual combination of digital contents with real working spaces creates a simulated environment that is set out to enhance these aspects. This book presents and discusses fundamental scientific issues, technical implementations, lab testing, and...
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Programming Groovy 2: Dynamic Productivity for the Java Developer (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Groovy brings you the best of both worlds: a flexible, highly productive, agile, dynamic language that runs on the rich framework of the Java Platform. Groovy preserves the Java semantics and extends the JDK to give you true dynamic language capabilities. Programming Groovy 2 will help you, the experienced Java developer, learn and...
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UX Optimization: Combining Behavioral UX and Usability Testing Data to Optimize WebsitesApress, 2018

	Combine two typically separate sources of data?behavioral quantitative data and usability testing qualitative data?into a powerful single tool that helps improve your organization’s website by increasing conversion and ROI. The combination of the what is happening data of website activity, coupled with the...
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Individualized In-Vitro Fertilization (Delivering Precision Fertility Treatment)Cambridge University Press, 2021

	The increasing understanding of individual differences in response to in-vitro fertilization (IVF) treatment, resulting from genetic and ethnical differences, has increased the potential for individualized treatment for patients, resulting in improved pregnancy and live-birth outcomes. This illustrated book summarizes, and provides updates on,...
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Mastering Mambo: E-Commerce, Templates, Module Development, SEO, Security, and PerformancePackt Publishing, 2005
If you type "Mambo" into a search engine, you get a ton of hits. Testing this with Google
resulted in almost six million references. But only some of these concerned themselves with the Afro-Cuban style of music and dance made popular by the movie Dirty Dancing. Most lead to one of today's most popular content management systems,...
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Accelerated GWT: Building Enterprise Google Web Toolkit ApplicationsApress, 2008
Ajax is a web development technique that takes advantage of JavaScript to display and interact dynamically with information embedded into a web page. Its emergence has made it possible to create web applications that closely resemble their desktop–based brethren. With this exciting new ability came several challenges; not only did developers...
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Enterprise Recipes with Ruby and RailsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
Enterprise Recipes with Ruby and Rails helps you to overcome typical obstacles hidden in every enterprise's infrastructure. It doesn't matter if your Rails application needs to access your company's message-oriented middleware or if it has to scan through tons of huge XML documents to get a missing piece of data. Ruby and Rails enable you...
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